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MESSAGE FROM THE CHIEF 
To the Honorable Mayor Bradi Diaz, City Council, City Manager Ryan Haverlah, and the citizens of 
Copperas Cove. To say the least, this past year was and continues to be unique in far too many 
ways. Our department’s resiliency was consistently tested as we adapted to the countless 
guidelines, executive orders, and politics that accompanied the pandemic. If 2020 proved anything, 
the core leadership and the men and women who represent the City of Copperas Cove were ready 
to take on the challenge. 
 
The pandemic forced us to change how we provided services to the community. The community 
events that had become such an essential part in bringing us closer to the neighborhoods, 
organizations, and the people we serve were suddenly erased. “Social distancing” was a phrase 
never heard in prior years, but yet, has become a standard part of our conversations. We are all 
hoping for sustained progress while, once again, looking forward to interacting with our community. 
We will continue preparing for society's "new normal" as we resume our everyday operations. 
 
2020 also reminded us that our department’s most valued asset is by far our dedicated employees 
who showed up on every shift. Our officers, supervisors, dispatchers, and civilian support staff 
worked tirelessly and selflessly to keep our community safe while having to protect themselves and 
their families from a threat they could not see. For this reason, I feel it is most deserving to direct 
the focus toward those behind the collective work represented in the 2020 Annual Report.  
 
One of the few things the pandemic did not affect in 2020 was the opportunity to reward some of 
our most deserving officers through promotion. We celebrated three new Sergeants and two new 
Lieutenants following a rigorous selection process. These positions serve as the department’s 
leadership backbone and are an important influence on our next generation of public servants. 
Congratulations to Officer Christopher Ruscio, Officer Rick Counter, and Officer Jonathan Bryan 
on their promotion to Sergeant and to SGT Krystal Baker and SGT Cyle Brewer on their promotion 
to Lieutenant.  
 
In addition, we welcomed seven new patrol officers to the ranks. These officers successfully 
graduated from the police academy and began their field training. Starting a law enforcement career 
proved to be harder than usual during a pandemic, but they all rose to the occasion. Each one 
brings distinct skills and knowledge to our department, and we look forward to the great things they 
will accomplish for the community.  
 
Unfortunately, a vast amount of leadership and knowledge was also lost with the retirement of three 
tenured officers. LT Steve O'Neal, Officer Damon Randolph, and LT Marty Zeller combined for 57 
years of experience.  The loyalty, hard work, and professionalism we received during their time with 
us cannot be overstated and will not be forgotten. We wish them the very best in their retirement 
and remind them they will always be a part of our family. 
 
Because your safety and well-being are our utmost priority, we encourage everyone to take 
advantage of the many upcoming opportunities we have planned to build on the relationships 
needed to accomplish this goal. I look forward to the new year as our department will continue to 
evolve with changing crime trends and the challenges facing society's complex issues. Please do 
not hesitate to contact me with any questions or concerns. 

 

 
Chief of Police  
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DEPARTMENT BUDGET 

Budget Expenses Adopted 

Salaries, Benefits, and Support 5,260,016 

Supplies and Materials 146,144 

Maintenance and Repair 169,305 

Contractual Services 232,437 

Total Budget 5,807,902 

 

 

As in past years, the department invested 91% of budgeted expenses on 

personnel. The other 9% of budgeted expenses were for support of personnel, 

equipment, and operations. 
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ORGANIZATIONAL CHART 
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NEW HIRES 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Arwood Charleston Davis Davis-Perry Larson 

 

 

 

 

  

Lopez Searcy 

SERGEANT PROMOTIONS 
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RETIREES 
Three tenured employees of the Copperas Cove Police Department entered retirement in 2020.  

Combined, the three retirements had a total of 57 years of service with the Copperas Cove 

Police Department.  The hard work and dedication of these employees will be greatly missed 

in the coming years.   

 

Before attending the police academy, Lt. Zeller served in the United States 

Army.  Lt.  Zeller began his career in the Uniform Services Division as a 

patrol officer in 1998. He served as a Patrol Officer, Senior Patrol Officer, 

Corporal, Sergeant, and Lieutenant.  He held assignments in the Traffic 

Section, SWAT Team, and the Honor Guard.  Lt. Zeller retired from the 

Department in April 2020 with 21 years of service to the citizens of 

Copperas Cove. 

 

Prior to attending the police academy, Ofc. Randolph served in the 

United States Army.  Ofc. Randolph began his career in the Uniform 

Services Division as a patrol officer in 2005.  Ofc. Randolph served as 

a Patrol Officer, School Resource Officer, and a Detective in Criminal 

Investigations.  He served as a member of the Department’s Honor 

Guard.  Ofc. Randolph retired from the Department in May 2020 with 

15 years of service to the Citizens of Copperas Cove.     

 

Before attending the police academy, Lt. O’Neal worked in the air 

conditioning and refrigeration field.  Lt. O’Neal began his career in the 

Uniform Services Division as a patrol officer in 1999.  He served as a Patrol 

Officer, Corporal, Sergeant, and Lieutenant.  He held assignments in 

Criminal Investigations, Organized Crime, Crisis Negotiations, Firearms 

Instructor, and Chaplain.  Lt. O’Neal retired from the Department with 21 

years of service to the citizens of Copperas Cove.    
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DEPARTMENT AT-A-GLANCE 
 

Sworn Officers:  47*   Civilian Employees:  19* 

 

 

Rank Structure:           

 Chief:   1     

 Deputy Chiefs: 2     

 Captains:  2     

 Lieutenants:  9     

 Sergeants:  7   Population Served:     35,307 

 Detectives:  7   (Estimated population Resolution # 2020-1) 

 Patrol Officers: 26 
  

*Numbers represent current staffing as of December 31, 2020. 

 

Mission Statement and Core Values 
 
The mission of the Copperas Cove Police Department is to provide the citizens 

it serves with a safe and secure community; accomplished by working in a 

partnership to protect life and property, maintain order, enforce laws and 

ordinances, and uphold the constitutional rights of all persons. 

 

 Integrity – built upon a foundation of ethical and professional conduct.  We 

are committed to the highest level of moral principles and ethics.  

 

 Honesty – Department employees will be truthful and trustworthy at all 

times. 

 

 Fairness – committed to equal application of the law to offenders and 

members of the public. 

 

 Courage – dedicated to meeting all challenges with the courage needed to 

accomplish our mission. 

 

 Compassion – we understand our role as community caretakers, and 

temper our application of the law with compassion and empathy.  
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JURISDICTIONAL OVERVIEW 
 

Copperas Cove is located in Central Texas at the southern corner of Coryell 

County and extending into the eastern portion of Lampasas County and the 

western portion of Bell County.  Copperas Cove was established in 1879 and 

today is the largest city in Coryell County.  Copperas Cove is known to be the City 

of “Five Hills”.  
 

POPULATION SERVED 

According to the United States Census Bureau, the estimated population as of 2019 was 

33,235.  The below tables are based on the 2019 population estimates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

67.9%

15.9%

0.5%3.0%

18.2%

10.5%

Demographics

White 67.9% Black 15.9% American Indian 0.5%

Asian 3% Hispanic 18.2% Two or More Races 10.5%
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UNIFORM SERVICES DIVISION 
 

The Copperas Cove Police Department is organized into two major divisions; Uniform 

Services and Support Services.  Each Division falls under the command of a Deputy Chief 

who oversees the operations of various sections.  Due to a vacancy, Deputy Chief Brian 

Wyers assumed command of both Divisions during the year.  The Uniform Services Division, 

has four major sections, the Uniform Patrol Section, Communications Section, Training and 

Personnel Section, and Code Compliance.   

Uniform Patrol Section 

The Uniform Patrol Section is the most visible section of the Uniform Services Division.  This 

section is responsible for crime suppression through aggressive patrols, answering calls for 

service from the public, enforcing traffic laws, and providing the initial investigation for most 

criminal offenses.   

 

The Department is staffed 24 hours per day, 365 days per year, by the dedicated personnel of 

the Uniform Patrol Section and the Communications Section.  The men and women of this 

section handled 17,445 calls for service in 2020 compared to 17,875 calls for service in 2019.  

The total number of traffic citations for 2020 was 3,675.  Traffic contacts which ended with the 

vehicle operator receiving one or more warnings for traffic violations totaled 4,296.  
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Communications Section 

The Communications Section is fully staffed by six Communications Officers and six 

Communications Officers / Jailers.  This section is supervised by the Communications / Jail 

Supervisor Becky Burns.   

 

The Communications Section is responsible for 

receiving all emergency calls for police, fire, and 

EMS service, including the telephone device for 

the deaf.  This section handles the dispatching of 

all calls for service for police fire and EMS 

through the use of the Department’s computer 

aided dispatch and radio systems.   

 

Communications Officers / Jailers are cross-trained in jail operations to assist with booking, 

arraignments, and cell checks.  This allows the officers more time to provide police services to 

the community. 

 

There were 23,488 calls to 

9-1-1 in 2020. 
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Training and Personnel Section 

The Training and Personnel Section, under the supervision of Lieutenant Martin Ruiz, is a vital 

component of the Copperas Cove Police Department.  The section is responsible for the 

management of all training records along with recruiting and hiring potential officers and 

communications operators.  In addition to the aforementioned responsibilities, Lieutenant Ruiz 

is responsible for facilitating the field training programs for both police officers and 

communications operators.  Department training affords the opportunity to enhance our 

capabilities to effectively serve the community.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Hiring Process Total 

Job Inquiries Received 104 

Police Officer Inquiries 96 

Civilian Inquiries 8 

Personal Contacts Made  34 

Total Applications Received 1152 

Police Officer Applications 1027 

Civilian Applications 125 

L.E.V.E.L Tests Administered 187 

Oral Interviews Conducted 84 

Background Investigations Completed 31 

Vacancies Filled 10 

Police Officers 10 

Civilian Personnel 0 

Department Training Hours Total 

Total In-Service Training 2860 

Officer Training Hours 1622 

Civilian Training Hours 454 

Field Training Hours 5680 

Police Academy Hours 7510 

  
Certificates  

Awaiting Certificate 7 

Basic Certificate 14 

Intermediate Certificate 3 

Advanced Certificate 8 

Master Certificate 16 

Telecommunication Operator 9 

  Instructors  

Non-Topic Specific 2 

A.S.P / Taser 7 

Firearms 3 

Driving 1 

Response to Resistance 2 

Radar 2 

S.F.S.T 1 

  SWAT Team  

SWAT Officers 11 

Negotiators 6 

Field Training Personnel 26 

Honor Guard 11 

Mental Health Officers 3 
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Traffic Contacts 

The Traffic Section is instrumental to traffic enforcement in the City.  This section is supervised 

by Lt. Corey Schmidt and was staffed in 2020 with two Officers.  The Traffic Section is 

responsible for crash investigations and escorts, as well as responding to calls for service.   

 

The Copperas Cove Police Department strives to keep the roadways safe for vehicle and 

pedestrian traffic.  Often, the mere presence of a patrol unit encourages voluntary compliance 

with the laws.  Another tactic is to deploy the speed trailer to encourage voluntary compliance.  

  

Citations  
Speeding 2345 
Registration Violations 183 

Stop Sign 276 
Financial Responsibility Violations 431 
Driver License Violations 460 

Seatbelt (Adult) 99 
Red Light 71 
Seatbelt (Child) 11 

Fail to Control Speed 18 
Parking 7 

Right of Way Violations 37 
Passing Violations 18 
Equipment Violations 18 

Other Violations 64 
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Traffic Crash Data 

Month 2017 2018 2019 2020 

     

January 57 56 51 48 
February 50 46 44 43 

March 70 74 59 37 
April 61 57 79 38 
May 57 62 70 54 
June 45 53 63 54 
July 46 55 66 51 

August 57 53 69 48 
September 49 58 67 63 

October 48 52 54 67 

November 43 60 66 58 
December 58 58 54 57 

Total 641 684 742 618 
 

During 2020, there was a decrease in traffic crashes reported to the Copperas Cove Police 

Department.  In 2019 there were 742 reported crashes, and in 2020 there were 618 for a 16.7% 

decrease.  April saw the most significant reduction of 41 fewer reported crashes.  There was 

an 8% decrease in injury accidents during the year.  Reduced vehicular traffic resulting from 

the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic contributed to the decreased crashes in April.     
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SUPPORT SERVICES DIVISION 
The Support Services Division was also led by Deputy Chief Brian Wyers in 2020.  Support 

Services is comprised of four major sections, the Criminal Investigations Section, Organized 

Crime Unit, Records and Evidence Management, Public Information, and Animal Control.   

Criminal Investigations Section 

The Criminal Investigations Section is the most recognizable section of the division.  This 

section is responsible for the investigation of crimes, apprehension of offenders, and the 

recovery of stolen property.  Detectives investigate crimes from the onset of the report through 

prosecution.   

Organized Crime Unit 

The Organized Crime Unit is a key investigative section within the division.  The personnel are 

largely tasked with investigating narcotics.  Solving narcotic related crimes often leads to the 

arrest and prosecution of other victim centered crimes.  The unit also enlists the assistance of 

the Bell County Organized Crime Unit; a multi-jurisdictional unit comprised of several agencies 

in the Bell County area.   

Records Section 

The Records Section is responsible for managing all of the records for the Police Department 

as well as monthly reporting for the Uniform Crime Report.  The City of Copperas Cove received 

900 open records requests for 2020.  The personnel assigned to the Records Section 

processed 603 of these open records requests equating to 67% of all the requests.   
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Community Services Section 

Lt. Kevin Miller heads our Community Services Section.  The section is 

responsible for crime prevention programs, the Citizen’s Police Academy, the 

Kiddo Card Program, Cove Watch, and “R U OK”.  Lt. Miller is also the Public 

Information Officer and manages the Department’s social media platforms.  

Many of our community programs, classes, and contacts were affected by the 

pandemic.  We look forward to getting back to “normal” in 2021. 

   
 

2017 2018 2019 2020 

Cove Watch Participants 1167 1725 1872 2081 

Video Surveillance Partners 196 289 318 364 

Programs and Classes Taught 55 27 54 5 

Kiddo Cards 144 112 266 0 

Program and Class Attendance 453 643 4391 653 

Business Contacts 80 24 346 101 

School Contacts 43 15 460 5 

Community Contacts 1460 987 3079 121 

CCPD Tours 52 6 151 24 

Internet Contacts 553 652 603 375 

Television Interviews 3 8 12 1 

Press Releases 81 43 33 23 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

https://www.copperascovetx.gov/police/covewatch/
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Evidence and Property Section 

The Evidence and Property Section is managed by Evidence Technician 

Debra Anderson.  Debra receives training in evidence collection, preservation, 

and submission.  Debra assists the Criminal Investigations Section with major 

crime scenes as well as the daily management of the section.  Evidence may 

include items as large as vehicles to minute items such as hair fibers.  There 

are many statutes governing the storage of evidence.    

Law Enforcement Explorers 

The Law Enforcement Explorer Program is a proven element of our community policing model.  

The group is comprised of young people from 14 to 20 years old.  The Explorers are recruited 

through the Copperas Cove High School and have the opportunity to volunteer with many 

community events.  The program aims to build character and leadership among the future 

generation of law enforcement officers.   

 

Explorers assist with security, crowd control, traffic direction, and provide a positive presence 

in the community.  With many of the events in our community cancelled in 2020, we had to 

temporarily suspend the Explorer Program.  We missed the joy they bring to our Department 

and look forward to a busy 2021.   
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UNIFORM CRIME REPORT (UCR) 
The Copperas Cove Police Department participates in the FBI Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) 

Program, along with most other law enforcement agencies across the country.  UCR is a 

uniform manner for collecting information on crimes within a national basis while identifying 

crimes by their nature, not by what they are called in each state.  UCR makes possible the 

analysis of crime trends primarily through the crime index.  We hoped to change to the National 

Incident-Based Reporting System (NIBRS) in 2020; however, the system had numerous 

problems in implementation that were beyond our control.  After approximately six months of 

addressing the issues, the Department was finally approved to transition to NIBRS.  January 

2021 will be the first month of reporting under the new system.  

 

To track the variations in crime, UCR uses a statistical summary tool referred to as the crime 

index.  Rather than collecting reports of all crimes that were committed in a particular year, 

UCR collects the reports of eight index crimes.  The crimes in this group are serious, either by 

their very nature or because of the frequency with which they occur, and present a common 

enforcement problem to police agencies.  Arson is an index crime in that the number of reported 

offenses is collected; however, the Copperas Cove Fire Department investigates and reports 

all arson cases while the numbers are reported by the Police Department to UCR.  The eight 

index crimes are as follows and are listed as they appear on the list of UCR crime index lists.   

 

(1) Murder, (2) Rape, (3) Robbery, (4) Aggravated Robbery, (5) Burglary (6) Larceny, (7) Motor 

Vehicle Theft, (8) Arson 
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CRIME AND INCIDENT STATISTICS 
The tables below and on the following pages provide crime and other incident data for 2019 as 

related to the previous 10 years (2010-2019).  The “Usual Range” was established by adding 

and subtracting the standard deviation to/from the average.   

Incident type 2019 2020 Usual Range 
10-Yr. 
Avg. 

Change 
from Avg* 

Part One Crimes           

Homicide 0 5 0 – 1 0.7 614%** 

Rape 13 2 4 – 12 7.7 -74% 

Robbery 6 13 9 – 20 14.1 -8% 

Aggravated Assault 80 124 69 – 109 88.8 40% 

Burglary 112 110 142 – 262 202.3 -46% 

Larceny 554 549 576 – 790 683.1 -20% 

Motor Vehicle Theft 23 41 14 – 28 21 95% 

Arson 0 1 0 – 16 8 -88% 

Part Two Crimes      
Other Assaults 742 734 765 – 917 841.2 -13% 

Forgery/Counterfeit 37 38 46 – 78 62.3 -39% 

Embezzlement 0 0 0 – 1 0.3 -100% 

Fraud 215 202 181 – 230 205.5 -2% 

Stolen Property 2 1 1 – 6 3.4 -41% 

Criminal Mischief 290 305 294 – 422 358.3 -43% 
Weapons 
Poss/Carrry 

20 32 18 – 34 26.4 21% 

Other Sex Offenses 55 42 0 – 38 18.5 127%** 

Prostitution/Vice 0 2 5 – 40 22.9 -91% 

Drug Violations 417 329 246 – 380 312.6 5% 

Gambling 0 0 0 – 2 0.6 -100% 
Offenses Against 
Family/Children 

29 9 14 – 51 32.6 -72% 

Driving Intoxicated 101 81 90 – 176 132.9 -39% 

Liquor Laws 8 14 16 – 45 30.4 -54% 

Drunkeness 32 22 21 – 109 65.5 -66% 

Disorderly Conduct 117 55 72 – 104 88.3 -38% 

Runaway 54 61 32 – 62 47.3 29% 

All Other Offenses 852 733 1034 - 1439 1236.3 -40% 
*All percentages are rounded to the nearest whole number.  ** See Page 20,  
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Homicide 

UCR defines murder and nonnegligent manslaughter as the willful (nonnegligent) killing of one 

human being by another.  During 2020, there were five total homicides.  In the past ten years, 

the average has maintained less than one homicide showing a large increase in reported 

offenses for the year.  There was one incident which involved three victims.  This particular 

case was solved by the arrest of the suspect on scene.  One of the homicides is pending review 

by the Coryell County Grand Jury for a decision on prosecution.  The Department is still actively 

investigating one of the other homicides. 

Other Sex Offenses 

This category is reserved for offenses that do not meet the criteria set forth by UCR for rape.  

UCR defines rape as a sexual assault where force or threat of force was used.   

 

The 2018 - 2020 Annual Reports are comprised of data reflecting ten-year averages.  The 

averaging system was used to identify if an offense category had an unusually high or low 

reporting value for a given period of time.  Additionally, we are able to establish a usual range 

for offenses to further identify an unusually high or low reporting value.   

 

There was an error in the offense coding for the records management system which combined 

other sex offenses into the “all-other” offenses category during this eight-year period.  This 

coding error was corrected in 2016 to ensure accurate reporting.   

 

The ten-year average of 18.5 reported offenses for this offense category is skewed because 

there was one offense reported in the annual report from 2010 through 2015.   In 2018, there 

were 50 reported offenses and in 2019, there were 55.  In 2020 the number of reported offenses 

declined to 42 for a 40% decrease from the year prior.  The 127% increase over the ten-year 

average for offenses categorized as other sex offenses is being reported to establish the correct 

ten-year average after the coding error was corrected.     
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Aggravated Assault 

UCR defines an aggravated assault as an unlawful attack by one person upon another for the 

purpose of inflicting severe or aggravated bodily injury.  During 2020, there were 124 

aggravated assaults reported compared to 80 in 2019 for a 40% increase over the 10-year 

average.  Of the 124 aggravated assaults, 54 were committed with a firearm, 25 with a knife or 

other cutting instrument, 32 with a dangerous weapon other than a knife or firearm, and 13 with 

aggravated injury caused by physical force.  Aggravated assaults have a 75% clearance rate 

for 2020. 

 

The offense of deadly conduct with a firearm is included in the aggravated assault statistics.  A 

person commits the offense of deadly conduct if he/she recklessly engages in conduct that 

places another in imminent danger of serious bodily injury.  Additionally, a person is charged 

with the offense if he/she knowingly discharges a firearm at or in the direction of one or more 

individuals, a habitation, building, or vehicle.  There were three deadly conduct cases taken in 

October which accounted for ten victims.      
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Robbery 

UCR defines robbery as taking or attempting to take anything of value from the care, custody, 

or control of a person or persons by force or threat of force or violence and/or by putting the 

victim in fear.  During 2020, there were 13 reported robberies with a total property loss of 

$3,703.  In 2019, there were six (6) reported robberies with a total property loss of $706.  

While there was an increase in the number of reported robberies along with an increase in 

property value, the number of robberies for 2020 was in the normal range and represents an 

eight percent reduction with the ten-year average.   
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Burglary 

UCR defines burglary as the unlawful entry of a structure to commit a felony or a theft.  Vehicle 

burglaries are not included in UCR reporting for burglaries.  There were a total of 110 structure 

burglaries reported in 2020.  In 52 of the cases, force was used to gain entry; compared to 112 

reported burglaries in 2019 where 51 cases reported force being used to gain access.  Overall, 

there was a one percent decrease in reported burglaries in 2020 compared to 2019.  During 

2020, the total amount of property loss from burglaries totaled $151,208 compared to $312,741 

in 2019, which was a 52% decrease.  Of the 110 total burglary cases, 74 were reported as 

residential burglaries and 36 were non-residential. The overall clearance rate for burglaries in 

2020 was 31.8%.   

 

December saw the most burglaries at 17 with September having the fewest with four reports.  

Of the 110 burglaries reported, 51 were reported to have taken place during the daytime 

(6:00am to 6:00pm), 30 where entry took place at night, and there were 29 reports where the 

time of entry could not be determined.  
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Motor Vehicle Theft 

In UCR, motor vehicle theft is defined as the theft or attempted theft of a motor vehicle.  A motor 

vehicle is defined in UCR as a self-propelled vehicle that runs on land surfaces and not on rails.  

There were 41 motor vehicle thefts reported in 2020 compared to 23 in 2019 for a 78% increase.  

Over the past ten-year period, 2020 has the largest number of motor vehicle thefts reported.  

Motor vehicle theft had clearance rate of 43.9% for the year.       

 

Many motor vehicle thefts can be prevented.  The Motor Vehicle Crime Prevention Authority 

suggests all vehicles are potential targets for theft.  In the State of Texas over 65,000 cars and 

trucks are stolen and almost 200,000 are burglarized each year.  Many jurisdictions report that 

keys left inside and doors unlocked are major factors in stolen and burglarized vehicles.   

 

Protect your vehicle: 

• Always lock your vehicle and take all vehicle keys in the residence 

• Never leave your vehicle running and unattended 

• Park in a well-lit area 

• Take valuables with you when you are not in your vehicle 

• Keep valuables out of sight 
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Property Loss & Recovery 

Type of Property Stolen Recovered % Recovered 

Currency, Notes, etc. $189,899 $6,114 3% 

Jewelry and Precious Metals $65,541 $7,597 11% 

Clothing and Furs $5,627 $1,765 31% 

Locally Stolen Motor Vehicles $379,000 $249,001 65% 

Office Equipment $14,158 $192 1% 

Televisions, Radios, Stereos, etc. $52,245 $8,080 15% 

Firearms $31,111 $4,433 14% 

Household Goods $15,048 $268 2% 

Consumable Goods $6,608 $3,237 49% 

Livestock $3,400 $1,000 29% 

Miscellaneous $195,767 $35,678 18% 

Total $978,404 $317,365 32% 
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DEPARTMENT SUMMARY 

 

 

 

 

Total Incidents 39,240 

  Calls for Service 17,445 

  Officer Initiated Incidents 21,795 

  

     Traffic Stops 10,153 

     Other Officer Initiated Incidents 11,642 

    

Field Interviews 7 

    

Total Arrests 1,233 

  Misdemeanor Arrests 863 

  Felony Arrests 370 

Total Officer Case Reports 4,490 

  Crash Reports 618 

  Felony Case Reports 880 

  General Information Case Reports 151 

  Incident Case Reports 917 

  Misdemeanor Case Reports 1,924 


